Hausa History in the Context of the Ancient Near Eascern World

The Chronicle of Kanem-Bornu introduces two concepts of origin: one turns
the South Arabian hero Sayf b. Dhi Yazan of the late pre-Islamic period into the
great ancestral figure of the Chadic state, and the other ptoposes a genealogical
link of the Kanem-Bornu rulers with the long line of biblical patriarchs down
to Abraham and Ishmael. Although it is documented äs early äs the thirteenth
Century, the connection with Sayf b. Dhi Yazan is certainly due to Islamic Feedback.98 It might have resulted from the attempt to tutn an earlier clan deity called
Sef — perhaps idendcal with the Arabic-Canaanite Isäf and the Canaanite Baal
Safon" - into a legendary figure by identifying it, on account of the similarity of
names, with the Yemenite hero Sayf {b. Dhi Yazan). The genealogical list at the
beginning of the Chronicle furtner refers to the mother of the hero äs a princess
of Baghdad. An ancient legend calls this princess Aisria and depicts her äs a great
ancestral figure having several sons. The first, Ngalma Duku, was the ancestor of
the Duguwa, the first dynasty of Kanem-Bornu, and the second, Sef, the ancestor of the Sefuwa, the second dynasty. Having vanquished his eider brother in a
mock fight and accidentally killed him, Sef became ruler of the kingdom.100 This
incident would seem to refer to the great cultural revolution of Kanem which resulted in the demise of the Duguwa and the rise of the Sefuwa around 1068 AD.
Earlier scholarship considers the advent of the Sefuwa äs a dynastic change.101
Yet, to conceive the Duguwa and the Sefuwa merely äs two dynasties or two royal
houses misses the cultural dimension of the upheaval of 1068 AD, does not take
into account the resurgence of the Duguwa or Zaghäwa state in the fourteenth
Century, and disregards the dualistic social organization common to the Kanuri
and Hausa societies.102
The second concept of origin refers to biblical ancestors. It Starts with Adam
and mentions all the patriarchs down to Abraham and Ishmael with the exception
of one. It further adds seventeen Arabic names including Quraysh, the ancestor of
the Prophet Muhammad, but these names, being incompatible with southern and
northern Arabic genealogical figures, are clearly late artificial insertions.103 Only
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